FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – TOP HELPDESK TICKETS RESOLUTIONS
1. Record Invalid error

More often than not, the Record Invalid error is a cache error. Cache is cleared by:
-

Log out of JDE
Log out of Citrix
Wait 3 minutes
Log back on to Citrix
Log back on to JDE

The error can be thrown legitimately when you are trying to enter information into a field and the basis for that
information does not exist. For example, trying to create a Contract Billing invoice prior to creating the Contract Master.
Another example is trying to enter a Business Unit in a program like the Job Status Inquiry (JSI) when the Business Unit
has not been created yet. Ensure that the requisite information has been setup, then try the steps above to clear cache
before submitting a Helpdesk Ticket.
2. Table Fetch error

The Table Fetch error is also a cache error. Use the steps listed above to clear cache (log out, wait and log in) to clear the
error. If it does not clear, then submit a Helpdesk ticket.
3. Account Invalid error
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The errors above indicate that either the Posting Edit on the Account (the error on the left), or the Posting Edit on the
Job Master (the error on the right) is populated with one of the values shown below (from the Posting Edit – PE Visual
Assist), that does not accept the transaction you are entering. Depending on which error you receive, check the Posting
Edit on the Account via Setup Accounts on Job Master or the Posting Edit on the Job Master via the Job Master Inquiry.
Both programs can be found on the Operations/Project Management Menu. Notice that Setup Accounts on Job Master
also shows the Job Posting Edit, which can be used to determine the issue as well.

4. Security Role Basics
Some errors can be attributed to basic Security Role issues. For example, reports that include Payroll information will
not have any data if run by people without a Payroll Level assigned (The Labor Distribution Report or LDR, for example).
“Not Authorized” errors received when new employees try to access programs or reports prior to their Security Role
being assigned, are another example. BU Controllers can access the link below to look at the JDE Setup of their
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employees. Issues related to Reports not containing information, or for “Not Authorized” errors received by new
employees should be routed to the BU Controller for initial research prior to be submitted to the Helpdesk for
resolution. As a reminder, changes to Security Roles must be requested in the proper format by the BU Controller in
order to be processed. Below the link is a description of the types of Security assignments.
https://share.tutorperini.com/dept/IS/Helpdesk/_layouts/15/ReportServer/RSViewerPage.aspx?rv:RelativeReportUrl=/d
ept/IS/Helpdesk/Reporting/Security%20Info%20by%20User.rdl

5. Vacation with a Cost Code

When completing a line of Vacation in ESS, enter the Pay Type and Charge To Business Unit, but NO COST CODE. When
entering a Cost Code you will receive the error shown above. Remove the Cost Code from ESS Time Entry in order to
resolve this error.
6. Customer Master/Supplier Master Information Missing error
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The Customer Master Information Missing error means that the master record is not setup for Receivables. The Supplier
Master Information Missing error means that the master record is not setup for Payables. Every Customer and Supplier
begins with an Address Book entry. The Address Book entry then gets some additional setup to turn that Address Book
entry into a Customer or Supplier (or both). If the vendor was setup as a Customer, in order to get them setup as a
Vendor, a Vendor Maintenance Form (VMF) needs to be filled out, signed by the BU Controller and sent to “JDESETUP”.
These errors can be resolved via an e-mail to JDESETUP asking that the Customer Master or Supplier Master Information
be setup, as applicable, or with a VMF Form properly filled out and submitted to JDESETUP.
7. Tax Issue
When assigning a Tax Rate/Area to an Order, Voucher or Billing Contract, use the Visual Assist after assigning a Tax
Explanation Code to access the Vertex program, which should pull up the correct Tax Rate/Area based on the applicable
Address Book address.

If instead of getting the “Retrieve Geocode” screen (on the left below), you get the “Tax Rate/Area Search” screen (on
the right below), this means there is an issue with the Address Book record. If the error occurs on an Order or Voucher,
check the address of the Supplier Number entered to ensure it is correctly entered (City Name spelled correctly, Zip
Code correct, etc.). If the error occurs on a Billing Contract, check the address of the Customer assigned to the Job in the
Job Master. Send Address Book corrections to JDESETUP.

8. Maintenance in Progress error
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The Maintenance in Progress error occurs when a Contract Billing Batch is interrupted while cycling through the statuses
required to complete the applicable action. For example, while someone is in the batch updating it, the status goes to 2
to ensure that no one else can access the same batch while it is being worked on. When the batch is complete being
updated, clicking into it before the status reverts back to “0” will trigger the error. In addition, while Journal Generation
is being run, the status will cycle through multiple options before returning to “0”. Clicking in it while it is cycling will
trigger this error.
This error can only be cleared via the Helpdesk, however to ensure the error does not get triggered in the first place,
click the Find button at the top of the screen prior to clicking in a batch that does not have a status of “0”. If the status of
the Contract Billing Batch is anything other than “0”, do not enter the batch, run Journal Generation or Create A/R. If the
status will not change to “0” after clicking Find several times, contact the Helpdesk. Be aware that during month, quarter
and year ends, the system may experience some minor slowdowns as the entire enterprise completes the same tasks at
the same time. Give the system some extra time during these times of heavy system usage.

9. Missing G/L Distribution when running Journal Generation
Running Journal Generation prior to creating an IB G/L Batch is a chance to preview the Journal Entry that will be
created when the Create A/R is run. This is an important step that should not be skipped. In the event that your Journal
Edit Register (the report produced when running Journal Generation) contains errors, the Invoice Batch should be
deleted prior to running Create A/R. The error that happens most often is that the G/L Distribution (4005 – WIP Billings
Account) is not listed in the Journal, creating an Out of Balance journal. If this happens with a Journal, follow the
instructions on “How to Delete an Invoice prior to Running Create A/R” on the Job Cost Training Materials page. The
Billing Batch needs to be deleted and re-created prior to running Create A/R.
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10. Error IB Batch because batch with missing G/L Distribution had Create A/R run
If Create A/R is run when there is no G/L Distribution in the Billing Batch, when trying to post, the Batch will go into
Error. In order to resolve this, Void the Invoice using the instructions on “How to Void an Invoice” on the Job Cost
Training Materials page. This will create the opposite entries within the same IB Batch, leaving a $0 batch that can then
be posted. After posting the $0 batch, re-enter the invoice ensuring that Journal Generation is run prior to Create A/R,
so that errors can be found before the G/L Batch is created.

11. “Reserved By” Error
JD Edwards assigns a lock to Procurement and AP related transactions as a means of preventing multiple users from
making simultaneous entries to the same document. This is called an “Object Reservation”. The lock is maintained until
the user releases the document by clicking the “Close” button on the transaction or, by signing out of JD Edwards using
the “Sign Out” button. Users may experience a “Reserved By Error” for one of two reasons: A) the document is already
open in an active session and is being reopened with another JDE program, (i.e. PO Receipt for an Order and vouchering
the Order concurrently) or, B) the User closed the JDE session with the Window close button, (as opposed to clicking the
Sign Out button), while the PO / Voucher document is still open. When an Object Reservation occurs, you will see one of
the errors below. The error on the left is from opening an Order that is already reserved, and the error on the right is
from vouchering an Order that is reserved.

This error requires the Helpdesk to “delete the Object Reservation”. (Using those words and including a picture of the
error when setting up your ticket will help the issue get resolved faster.) However, when encountering an Object
Reservation error the first step is to close all JD Edwards applications. Verify all JDE applications are closed by clicking
the “Open Application” button in the Carousel or at the top of the screen. If you still receive the error after closing all JD
Edwards applications, then submit a Helpdesk ticket asking to “delete the Object Reservation” under your JDE
Username.
See the documents on “Carousel” and “Properly Signing In & Out of JDE” on the Basic Skills and Navigation Training
Materials page for more information.
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